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kurilitonun taqi bukula kulu tobi kuugun erlaimuru ksumgai alam sabah na mi nembi Translation: This is a book about my
personal life, without feeling artificial.I used a theme that represented the lifestyle of one of the most successful people in the
world, who is also the most loyal family friend and the most caring husband. He's also one of the most creative people I've
worked with. I wanted to be inspired and take control of my own life. And my life has always been interesting, exciting and full
of problems. For my complete happiness, I didn't need a car and my house next to my garden, I didn't need a sports car to stay in
shape, and a big salary is just a workout for idlers. In general, the life of a rich man, but completely immersed in his work, is
surprising, but what will probably seem surprising to anyone who had to be in his shoes is a more exciting scenario than my
single life. It was difficult for me to satisfy even 20% of my own needs. I really was a snob in my pursuit of luxury and wealth. I
tried to get rid of the need for sex and food, because these are just things that can fill time. I was harsh and aggressive towards
those who ruined my reputation. But no one can deny - I thought I knew something I didn't know. In my personal life I wanted
love and understanding, n
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